27th May 2020

Dear Parents / Caregivers

Mid-Year Reporting
The first half of term two has seen students accessing and engaged in learning through
new platforms that have required both teachers and learners to think and learn in different
ways. Teachers have collaborated remotely using digital videos and meetings and the GSuite to create and deliver programmes that have challenged, excited, engaged and
developed new competencies and strengths within our children. These soft skills and
competencies may look different than a maths problem solved, a reading level gained or a
writing genre mastered through onsite learning. Children have shown persistence to keep
going, resilience in adapting to changes, respect for others during Meets, zest to engage in
learning and bravery to try new things to name a few.
As you will be aware, teams have been reporting on learning via Linc-Ed (now Hero) at
different times throughout this year. You will have read post(s) in term 1 for your child
around reading, writing and / or maths with the ‘dials’ (refer below for a visual reminder)
indicating progress within their current curriculum level.

This term, given the period of time students have spent off site engaged in home learning
programmes the reporting schedule has been adapted. Mid-year learning posts may be
centered around a child’s learning in term 1 in a curriculum area not already reported on,
work completed during home learning, engagement on and/or off-site learning, their
strengths, skills and/or competencies.
As we are unable to complete a range of conversations, observations and assessments
used to inform our overall teacher judgements around the progress of a student, the
curriculum level ‘dials’ displayed on Hero will not be updated. While it will look like your
child has not made progress since the last learning post in that curriculum area, it does not
mean they have not. Rest assured, we have seen growth in your child and their character
over the last few weeks.
Your child’s team leader will inform you through Hero when the next learning post for your
child is live.
Hero
Linc-Ed has migrated to Hero, an updated platform for Linc-Ed that has many more
features for parents and teachers, including an easy to use app. Please ensure you use
the Hero app or log into Hero on a computer to view your child’s learning posts.

Yours sincerely

Christine Chadwick

